
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
Packaging     Code
12 x 946 ml   1695210001

Description:
HCL 23 is a blend of acid and surfactant working together to remove hard mineral deposits through
chemical action. Heavy duty cleaner ideally made for weekly use to remove stains and other soil from
porcelain urinals and toilet bowls.

Use Direction:
TO CLEAN BOWLS: Holding mop over bowl, pour 115 ml of HCL 23 PROFESSIONAL BOWL
CLEANER into bowl water and swab entire bowl. Allow to act for 5 minutes. Flush toilet and rinse out
mop. DO NOT USE ON SINKS, BATHTUBS OR ANY ENAMELLED SURFACES. Harmless to plumbing
and septic tanks.
TO CLEAN URINALS: Remove screen or strainer. Saturate bowl mop with HCL 23 PROFESSIONAL
BOWL CLEANER and wet entire surface. Pour 115 ml around outlet and into drain opening. Allow to
act 5 minutes. Next swab all urinal surfaces and openings until clean and deodorized. Replace screen
or strainer and flush unit. Rinse out mop.

Technical Specifications:
Appearance                                                                                                                 Opaque liquid
Colour                                                                                                                                      White
Odour                                                                                                           HCl (Hydrochloric acid)
Specific Gravity                                                                                                            1.115 – 1.135
pH                                                                                                                                             < 1.0
Refractive Index (% Brix)                                                                                             34.0 – 36.0%

HCL 23TM

Security:
HEALTH                               3
FLAMMABILITY                   0
REACTIVITY                         1
PERSONAL PROTECTION   X
X =                            See SDS
0 =                     Insignificant
1 =                                Slight
2 =                         Moderate
3 =                                 High
4 =                            Extreme

Note:
The data presented herein is based
on experiments and information
believed reliable. However, we can
make no guarantee on performance
of, or results obtained through the
use of the product herein described
owing to varying conditions in
laboratories and plants over which
we have no control. Neither can any
guarantee be given that the products
or uses outlined will not infringe any
existing patents.
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